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Presidents Message
Jerry Wolfe
By the time you read this months
message, I will have enjoyed the
ABANA conference in Memphis TN.
I am looking forward to enjoying a few
days with some very nice folks from
around the USA and world and
learning some new techniques.
Several of our FABA folks are going,
so we will have to report back to our
respective regions concerning NEW
THINGS.

Amit made a claw hammer

I would like to welcome our new members:
J. Kent of Tampa; Susan Lampert of Jupiter; Jacob & Tammy
Mudge of N Fort Myers; Paul O'Neal of Polk City; E r i c
Raboy of Windermere.
July is a hot month; so drink lots of fluids while working in
your shop. Keep a fan handy for circulating air. Put a wet
towel on your neck. Preventative measures can also be taken
to avoid wear and tear on the body. If you want to be forging
well into your later years, work smart. Think about forging as
athletic activity. It is wise to stretch and warm up before work,
keep loose during work, and cool down after a long forging
session. Working smart includes how your shop is set up.
Organize your equipment and tools so you have a minimum
amount of turning and twisting to get the project complete.
We are continuing our planning for our 25th year celebration.
Make plans to be with us in Barberville on Oct 8-10. We have
a great line up of
activities
and
demonstrators.
Jerry also sent
photos from the
A B A N A
Conference.More on
Page 7. Enjoy Editor
Tool sales - MANY anvils for sale

Tom Latena along with Renzetti and a TEAM made a
duplicate lock like this - SOLD FOR $21,000
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Upcoming Events
The calender includes events of interest to the blacksmithing community. The regions have no boundaries - everyone is welcome everywhere.
Come to more than one if you can. We hold regular meetings in each region on the following Saturdays of each month: NE-1st, NW-2nd, SE3rd, SW-4th except for quarterly Statewide meetings. The actual dates vary so check the schedule below. Our meetings are informal gatherings
around the forge. Prospective members are always welcome. Come for all or any part of a meeting, bring your tools or just watch. Most
meetings run from 9AM to 4PM and you’ll need to bring lunch if not otherwise noted. If you have any questions about meetings, please
contact the Regional Coordinators:
Northeast Region Mitch Widham
386-673-0174
mwidham@cfl.rr.com
Northwest Region Billy Christie
850-421-1386
chriswoodforge@embarqmail.com
Southeast Region
Ralph Nettles
561-747-5489
ralphnettles@msn.com
Southwest Region Lisa Ann Connor
813-977-3743
MelisandeAubrey@hotmail.com

July 2010
NE 03 Barberville - open forges -see Pg.3
NW 10 Tallahassee Museum of History & Natural Science, Mike
Murphy and Scott Purvis demonstrating. Please bring a brown
bag lunch or the Trail Break is available with food.
SE 17 Riverbend Park in Jupiter just west of I-95 - check with
Ralph and monitor the websites for details
SW 24 Wolfe Forge-casting demo
NW Region
20
371

263
Rankin Ave E

N
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Lake Bradford Rd

Dr.
Lakeview

Tallahassee
Museum

373A

371
373

263

NE Region

SW Capital Circle

SE Region
Boy Scout Camp: from I-95 exit go east onto Indiantown
Rd, go north (left) onto Island Way (1st traffic light).
Stay on it until it ends at Country Club Dr. Go left—it
ends at the entrance to Boy Scout Camp.

SW Region
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Future Events
NW Aug 14-- Bill Adams’s Blind Hog Forge Havana, FL.
SW Aug 28 -- Quarterly meeting Lisa Ann Conner's
birthday - details on Page 4 & more to come

Report from the Northeast
Mitch Widham
Saturday 6 June at Barberville, was a nice gathering of the
North East Chapter of the FABA Smiths. We had open forges
with folks working on Tomahawks, knives and even a Colonial
fireplace trivet. Dina Estenson oversaw and ran the Buck in
the Bucket which raised $137.00 from the 35 people in
attendance, good job and thanks. The July meeting will also
be at Barberville on Sat the 3rd, please bring your Buck in the
Bucket items and a covered dish to share.

Addendum by Jim Robarr
This past Saturday morning I was able to finally attend a
North East FABA meeting with my Grandson Nick Wienke.
Nick is a 13 year old Life Scout and attends Glenridge Middle
school here in Winter Park. I was not sure if Nick would
enjoy the activities but thought it might interesting none the
less. We arrived a little after 9:30 am and there was about 4 or
5 forges going with many busy members working away. After
a few minutes Nick really wanted to "hit some metal" as he
put it watching the work around the forges. I told Nick maybe
later on we would get a chance to work when someone had
finished. He repeated he desire to hit some metal but I told
him to hold on, we'll get a turn. Nick continued to watch
Steve Estenson from Foxwood Forge work on a project at the
forge. As Nick was watching, Steve looked up and asked if
he would like to pound on some metal. It only took me a
couple seconds to get grandson Nick some safety glasses.
Instead of just pounding, Steve said we'll make a hook. I
must say Steve was very helpful and supportive as Nick
made his piece of metal come to life. After 15 or 20 minutes
young Nick was the proud owner of a really nice hook. I can't
say enough about the kindness of Steve and all of the
members in attendance that day. After a nice lunch Nick and
I made our way back to Winter Park. We start almost every
Saturday morning at 5:30 am to attend breakfast with our
Ham Radio club in Winter Springs. About 10 minutes into
our drive home I looked over at a not normally quite Nick to
see him sleeping with the new hook in his hand. It was fun
watching Nick come home to show everyone his new hook.
My wife Donna (Grandma) could see the joy in Nicks face as
he told how the hook was made. Being smart as grandmas
are she told Nick we sure could use some more hooks around
here. I guess it's time to get my forge out of storage. Again I
would like to thank Steve and the members of FABA for their
hospitality and kindness. You made our day.
Way to go guys - Editor

Report from the Northwest
Billy Christie
May 8th was a beautiful day at Rex & Mary Ellen Anderson’s
shop in Monticello, Florida;
35 people signed the roster.
Rex was the demonstrator,
and his project for the day
was a hanging light which
will end up over the kitchen
sink in their new home. This
light has an 8” base that
mounts to the ceiling. Then
a pair of fancy hooks that
are about 21” long held up
the main pipe that was 40”
long and tapered on the
ends. Two light fixtures
were suspended 28” apart,
under it, with milk glass globes. Electrical wires run through
a small steel tube from the base to the pipe. The light fixture
looked great and Rex also had a detailed hand out.
The “Iron in the Hat” had some nice hand forged items and
other interesting objects. (Keep up the good work, 5 free
tickets for hand forged items.) We brought in $155.00 with a
special thanks to Breianna Forester for drawing the winning
tickets.
John Watson brought his big custom smoker and cooked up
chicken and two different kinds of sausage. There were also
covered dishes and deserts. It was delicious.
There were some fine looking “Show & Tell” items and some
interesting tailgate sells. If anyone needs a post vice (or 4)
they may want to talk to Dr. Ed Crane because he had a trailer
full of heavy stuff.
That’s all for now…see you at the next meeting.
Happy Hammering!

Report from the Southwest
Ralph Nettles
We had a turn out of nine people for our May 15th meeting
with one visitor from Bermuda that was in Florida on vacation
and wanted to do some hammering. We had open forges
with everyone sharing there ideas and trying different projects.
Lunch was Burgers on the grill with shared dishes to pass
the meeting broke up at about 4:30 our June meeting will be
at the Boy Scout camp in Tequesta for open forges.
Our July meeting should be at Riverbend Park (still working
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on setting this up) in Jupiter just west of I-95. The County is
interested in putting up a building in the pioneer settlement
at the park for us to meet at and do demonstration I would like
every one to see the lay of the land and talk it over.

luck, so bring a dish or two to share. Drinks will be provided.
This event will continue into the early evening with a barbecue
(and birthday cake), so please bring your musical talents and
instruments to join in the fun! More details will be in the
August
issue
of
the
Clinker
Breaker.

Report from the Southwest
Lisa Anne Conner
The May 22nd SW FABA
gathering was held at Wolfe
Forge in Sarasota, with Lisa
Anne Conner and Henry
Kuczwara demonstrating
various items (such as
portable holes, gravity
hooks, & tent stakes) from
medieval re-enactment
groups. The fibulae (cloak
and/or kilt pins) were a
hands-on demo, with several
people completing their own
Bronze Age or Medieval
period copper-wire pins
decorated with lampworked
glass
beads.
The June and July
Gatherings will both be held
at Wolfe Forge; with Jerry
Wolfe demonstrating “cable
Damascus” and Trez Cole
showing some “quarter
Damascus” in June, and a demo on casting various metals for
the
July
meeting.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
The SW Regional Gathering on August 28th will be held in
Tampa, at Tandova, Inc., located at 6010 North Armenia
Avenue. This very special Regional Meeting will feature
Jordan Thomas demonstrating punching, drifting, and
tapering as he works to complete a stand-alone candleholder
of wrought-iron. Jordan will also be sharing his experiences
from this year’s ABANA Conference, as well as from his time
at John C. Campbell Folk School. The gates at the shop will
open at 8 am, and plan to spend the whole day with us! At 9
am, we will have a tour of Tandova, Inc., which is a fullservice company providing sets, scenery, and props to the
entertainment industry, as well as the ever-popular tours of
Gregory Ecenia’s dinosaurs & Lash Oberst’s custom
motorcycle shop! Besides Jordan Thomas’ demo, we have
arranged for some local artists and craftspeople to teach and
demonstrate their various talents and skills, such as chain
maille making, lampwork bead making, and copper wire
jewelry, so bring the whole family for the day! ***If you
would like to teach a class, or do a demo, please contact Lisa
Anne Conner, SW Trustee!*** Don’t forget your handmade
items for the Iron-in-the-Hat Raffle, and *stuff* for the Buckin-the-Bucket table is always welcome. Lunch will be pot-

What Some of Our Members are Doing
I’m very proud of my first forge here in Altamonte Springs Sergio Cipriano (and helper).

Notices, For Sales & Want-Ads
FABA Logo T-Shirts and Apparel
Jim & Vince have been busy - mock-ups of T-shirts, hats,
totes, etc. are on the website and an order form is soon to be
posted. You will want a shirt!
-

FABA Board Meeting
The next meeting will be a teleconference on July 15th at 6:00
PM - contact Jerry if you want to listen in.
BLACKSMITH COAL
$35 per 100 lb bag (Pickup only) & details - Pioneer Settlement,
contact the Settlement at 386-749-2959 or 386-749-2087 or
mail your order with payment to PSCA/COAL, P.O. Box 6,
Barberville, FL 32105. Accepted forms of payment: cash,
money orders, checks, MasterCard and Visa.

Tobacco Knife
Clint Fountain, Curator
There was a picture in this last Clinker Breaker of the Champion
Knife Improved, with the caption “J. Kent would like to know
the purpose of this knife?” It’s a tobacco cutter. The Museum
of Florida History has several in its collection of cigarmaking
tools; it was used to chop the leaf up to make the filler for
cigars. They were also common in general stores, up until
the 1940s, where they were used to cut sections off of a brick
of plug tobacco, to sell to customers.
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Dagger Fluting
Ken Admire
I start off by marking them out with a
triangular file and work my way thru
a series of round rasps or chainsaw
files according to the size grooves
I'm shooting for. Main focus being
on working slow and not trying to
hurry your work.
I'm working on a dagger handle now
that has the larger grooves in it and a
second set of smaller grooves
between those that will be filled with
annealed, twisted, nickel silver wire.
I twist the wire by placing the ends
in a vise and the other ends in my
battery powered drill. Once on the
handle the wires ends are hidden
under the guard and pommel.

Tin Can Roses
Ron Childers
First get a collection of different sized lids….I first punch a
hole in the center, then texture the lids with a sharp cross
peen and heat them with a propane torch for color and spray
with clear acrylic. Try not to get them too hot; apply heat a
little at a time. Make 4 (or 5) cuts to within ¼” of the stem hole
and radius the sharp corners. For the stem 10 or 11” of #4
copper wire works well, but you can use anything up to ¼”;
just thread about ½” and screw a nut onto it then place the
petals on the end and peen the threaded end or you can just
use a top nut. I use 3 lids and stack them with the largest on
the outside and the smallest on top then start curling the
staggered petals around each other and use pliers to lip them.
Most lids have a different finish from one side to the other
and some just burn on one side, but you can bush them off
and hit them with more clear. (They rust very quickly). For
the base I roll the stem around a piece of pipe and bend the
flower end to an angle that is pleasing to the eye- mine,
anyway)
Test the different lids for color and note which brands respond
the best to heat. The white lids don’t work. Some have a gold
color on one side and I heat the and curl with the gold side in,
then when you lip them the yellow will show on the edges. If
you heat too much and lose the bronze color it leaves a dull

gray finish. Do not despair; clear coat and apply a judicious
coating of stain then clear coat again. The Watco dark walnut
works ok but try whatever you have.
You can print out the patterns from Anvilfire, etc but it’s
more expeditious to just make 4 cuts (or 5) with tin snips and
the rose doesn’t care or know the difference. If you want to
dress it up a little you can put a 5 point star beneath the
petals and curl down to hide the nut. I thought about copper
brazing a washer on the stem which may work better and
save time..

Book Reviews
Blacksmith Sketchbook - Steve Alling
Reviewed by Gary Kemp
After reviewing the plans for the 2-Candle Hanging Candle
Holder (C/B, June 2010), I decided to contact the author (Steve
Alling - allingjan@yahoo.com) to inquire about his
Blacksmith Sketchbook. A couple of quick emails and the
book was shipped (less than $10 incl. postage). The book
contained detailed sketches for 29 varied projects. The
sketches are very well done, although in some cases, I thought
a little supporting text (stock dimensions) would have helped.
Overall, it was a good investment of my $10.00.
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Book Reviews
SOUTHWESTERN COLONIAL IRONWORK Marc Simmons and Frank Turley
Reviewed by Clyde Payton
PUBLISHER:
COST: $39.95

Sunstone Press, Santa Fe, New Mexico

I was happy to rediscover and reread a book that I first read
about 30 years ago. The above tome was first published in 1980,
and a subsequent reprint was made available in 2007.
This book is about the Blacksmith’s Art and Craft as it existed in
New Spain during the period from the first Spanish Conquistador
to the late 1800’s. During this time New Spain encompassed
what are now the states of Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, and
California – this is the area commonly referred to as the “Spanish
Southwest”. This period and place is also defined by historians
as “Spanish Colonial”. The book was seven years in the making.
The book is illustrated with hundreds of excellent photos and
drawings of a wide array of Spanish Colonial ironwork. Marc
Simmons has done impeccable research for this book leaving
scant little to conjecture. Frank Turley of Santa Fe, N.M. is a
well known blacksmith of long standing in the blacksmithing
community. Most of the drawings are from Frank’s hand and
most of the plates are photos of antique iron work from Frank’s
personal collection.
Tools, weapons, farm, ranch, horsemen’s hardware, home
furnishings, builder’s hardware, and mission iron are categories
covered in this book of 199 pages on Spanish Colonial Ironwork
in the American Southwest.
I especially would like to focus attention to page 43 of this book,
wherein reference is made to a Spanish two-horn style anvil of
this period “…found in Florida”!
Dr. E. Charlton Prather, better known as “Skeeter”, was the
principal in the research and actual replication of the blacksmith
shop at the Spanish Colonial Mission San Luis in Tallahassee,
FL. An interesting account of how Skeeter came about recreating
this anvil for Mission San Luis is offered as an accompaniment
to this book review.
THE SAN LUIS ANVIL
Skeeter Prather
In 1989 staff and volunteers at the Mission San Luis in
Tallahassee elected to mount a program of re-enacting life at the
Mission in the late 1700’s. That two blacksmiths had been sent
to the mission by the King of Spain for the purpose of assisting
construction of a fort was well documented. One of the
volunteers was a hobbyist blacksmith – thus one of the activities
chosen to be re-enacted was blacksmithing.

A first concern was design and construction of a shop
and acquisition (or making) of period-appropriate
equipment and tools. “Southwestern Colonial Ironwork”
by Simmons and Turley became “the bible” guiding the
effort. The reference there (page 43) of a colonial anvil at
Fort Marion in St. Augustine, Florida caused a review of
the reference to Albert H. Sonn’s “Early American Wrought
Iron” and a visit to the Fort (with the idea of obtaining a
“loan” of the anvil!!) But, lo, the officials there all had
heard of the anvil, had knowledge of Sonn’s visit in 192324; none had actually seen it! Sonn believed that it was
the first anvil to reach the Americas! (The guess was that
the “scrap iron” campaigns of the early 1940’s had reaped
it along with a lot of other valuable iron artifacts!)
Using Sonn’s picture and measurements a wooden model
was constructed and an anvil cast by the CASCOA
Foundry in Quincy, Florida. (Notably, because of its
historic significance the Foundry donated it to the Mission
without charge!) A2 steel was used; not wrought iron! It
weighed 63 pounds.
There is an unverified report that a similar anvil has been
seen in a shop in Louisiana and believed by its owner to
be an authentic Colonial Spanish anvil!

Smiths Forging Something Other than Iron
David Reddy
Gretna Green (\gret-nuh-GREEN\ ): noun : a place where
many eloping couples are married
Example Sentence: "During the 1920s through the '40s,
Greenwich had a world-reputation as the 'Gretna Green' of
the nation, the magnet for couples in a hurry to get married."
(Bernie Yudain, Connecticut Post Online, May 26, 2009)
In the England of the 1700s, a person could not marry
without parental consent until age 21. The Scottish were
more lenient, allowing young people to marry without
parental permission at 16. England also had rules that made
it difficult to marry quickly, but Scottish law required only
that couples declare their desire to be married in front of
witnesses before tying the knot. So it isn't surprising that
many English couples ran to Gretna Green, a small village
on the English-Scottish border, when they decided to
elope. In Gretna Green, the wedding ceremony was
typically performed by the blacksmith at a roadside
tollhouse, but it was all perfectly legal.
( Merriam-Webster’s Word of the Day June 4 )
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Nail Tree

Gate at NOMM

Details

Twisted Pipe for Table legs - Shelley Thomas from
England used twisted pipe for a variety of objects.

Jordan on RING THE BELL

Grill
Israel Style Tongs
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Pommel Plates or
Going out in a Braze of Glory
Steve Bloom
Mokume gane (non-ferric Damascus) has been the subject of
demos both in the Northeast and Southwest Regions and
some articles in this newsletter. The stuff is more than pretty
enough to justify using it (or maybe overusing it), so this
article outlines using it for pommel plates.
Given the process of making mokume from quarters, it is
relatively easy to make thin sheets (we’ve experimented and
have gotten them down to 0.050” thick using a power hammer)
but not so easy to make thick enough blocks to make bolsters
(typically 3/8” thick). So the goal here was to use thinner
sheets that enhanced the
appearance of a blade
(see above)
Given a plate of material,
the real question is how
to attach it to a tang with
sufficient strength so
that there won’t be a
falling out between
maker and customer. The
first step is to cut a
Tools for grooving
narrow slot as wide as
the tang’s end is thick in the backside of the plate. If you are
lucky or foresightful, the
tang thickness at the end
will correspond to an end
mill in your collection. If
not, a wafer wheel and/or
file will suffice.
The next step is to
somehow lock the plate to
the tang. You could silver
solder the pieces together
but the strength of the
bond is problematical. I
have experimented with
using hard and soft silver
solder to attach hidden
coupling nuts to pommels
for screw-on pommels on
hidden-tang blades and I
have not been impressed.
As I have mentioned in

previous articles, silver brazing is a much stronger process,
so it seemed worth a shot.
As a test, I silver brazed a copper pommel to a test blade. To
test the joint, the blade was locked into a vise with two blocks
of oak acting as the “scales”. One block was touching the
backside of the plate and the other was set about 0.5” below
the interface. A wooden wedge was then driven into the gap.
The result is shown here - the wedge was crushed and planed
while the plate stayed in place (below left). That was good
enough for me, so it’s off to a real blade.
The next problem is how to hold the plate at right angles to
the tang, in the correct position, in
the slot and still braze the pieces
together. The solution is (of
course) a jig. I fabricated a holder
from an old lab clamp (a vise grip
would do, too) and some scrap
steel. The plate rests on a curved
set of “fingers” so as to make a
minimum heat sink. The blade is
held by the clamp and the plate rests
on the fingers. The joint was hit
with silver braze flux before placing
it on the jig, so all that is left to do
is to “paint” the joint with an oxyacetylene brazing torch (I haven’t
tried oxy-propane, but it would
probably work since it does work
for brass brazing). The brazing rod
is touched lightly to the joint to test
if it is hot enough. Eventually, the
rod tip melts and the braze flows
into the joint - treat it just like solder
and you’ll be okay.
The results are a strong joint and
once you get the wood slabs on, a
nice looking blade (see above).
Materials: Harris Stay-Silv white
brazing flux & Harris Radnor
Safety-Silv 56 (essentially a lifetime supply: UseEnco.com
Flux=240-64492 @ $4.04; Alloy: 5
bars 328-4755 @ $57.00
Next Month: Build a 2x72” variable speed knife grinder from
junk and what’s left of your 401K.

8
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The Florida Artist Blacksmith Association (FABA) is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit educational organization whose purposes are to teach, promote, and preserve the art of
blacksmithing. Contributions are tax-deductible to the extent provided by law. FABA publishes the Florida Clinker Breaker monthly, and FABA membership
includes a subscription. We solicit correspondence and unpaid articles on any subjects related to FABA’s purposes. ABANA chapter newsletters may reprint noncopyrighted material if it is credited to the author and this newsletter. You need the publisher’s permission to reprint copyrighted material unless otherwise noted.

FABA Officers
President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary
Program Chairman
Newsletter Editor
Past President
Trustee NE
Trustee NW
Trustee SE
Trustee SW

Jerry Wolfe
Charles (Hippie) Pate
Juan Holbrook
Jim Labolito
Mark Stone
Steve Bloom
Rex Anderson
Kathy Thomas
Ron Childers
Ralph Nettles
Lisa Ann Connor

941-355-5615
850-997-6986
352-374-8888
850-567-6464
850-668-9527
352-528-6508
850.997-2748
386-985-4756
850-878-8537
561-747-5489
813-977-3743

wolfeforge@hotmail.com
-unknowntalcaforge@craigfitz.net
fernforge@comcast.net
markham62@comcast.net
sabloom@ironflower.com
rexaanderson@embarqmail.com
ramsheadstudios@bellsouth.net
Ron@munlaw.net
ralphnettles@msn.com
melisandeaubrey@hotmail.com

Steve Bloom, Editor; P.O. Box 760; Archer, FL 32618; (352) 528-6508 or smith@blacksmithing.org; http://www.blacksmithing.org

FABA MEMBERSHIPAPPLICATION
Florida Artist Blacksmith Association, Inc.
Founding member Southern Blacksmith Association.
Renewal
Date __________ New
Name_________________________________
Address_______________________________
_____________________________________
Zip
State
City
Phone:Home_____________Work:_________
E-Mail______________________________
Spouse’s Name:________________________

Send application & a membership fee of $25.00 to
Juan Holbrook, FABA Treasurer
6418 NW 97 Court
Gainesville, FL 32653
Make check out to FABA. Your FABA membership begins when we
receive your payment and lasts one year Membership is for a family.
Don’t list me in the directory [____]

1st Class
Postage
FLORIDA ARTIST BLACKSMITH ASSOCIATION
Juan Holbrook, Membership Records
6418 NW 97 Court
Gainesville, FL 32653
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